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ABSTRACTS
Panel I: Transimperiality in World War I Africa
Olisa Muojama: Franco-British Invasion and Occupation of German Colonies in West
Africa during the First World War
The colonialism period was a moment of competition and conflict among the imperial
powers. However, there were occasions for cooperation across imperial borders, which
has been characterised as imperial connections and disconnections. Earlier studies
on trans-imperial connections and disruptions have focused more on other parts of
the colonial world, with little attention paid to Africa. Those that have attempted to
deal with the African situation, even tangentially, have focused more on southern and
East Africa, atomising or omitting the West African experience. This study looks at the
transimperial mobility of armed forces in extra-European theatre during the First World
War. By so doing, it examines the cooperation of two rival imperial powers — Britain and
France—in the invasion and occupation of German colonial territories in West Africa
during the First World War, 1914-1918. The study relies essentially on primary and secondary sources for its analysis. Primary archival materials in the form of colonial records
deposited in the National Archive Ibadan in Nigeria will be utilised. Notwithstanding
that Britain and France were the two major contending powers in West Africa, they
cooperated in unleashing violence on the German colonial territories through the invasion and occupation of Togo and Cameroon. They also cooperated in the politics
of internment of the German prisoners of war as well as the German civilian captives
in West Africa. The Franco-British invasion and occupation of the German colonies in
West Africa as well as their treatment of the German subjects and properties in the
sub-region during the First World War constitute a quintessential example of the transimperial cooperation and violence in the colonial period.
Michelle Moyd: Unlearning the Campaign Map: Transimperial Insights from World War
I’s East African Battlefields
When the First World War began in 1914, European imperial dominance in Africa meant
that vast numbers of African people became involved in the war. The global war affected African people through combat, material destruction, and multifaceted hardship.
It also exacerbated longstanding colonial violence. The First World War should be understood as both a global conflict and a war between empires. Yet framing the war as
an imperial conflict keeps it rooted in the geopolitical maps that organised European
thinking, thereby expressing European priorities for the continent, and ignoring what
mattered to African people. Focusing on the war in Africa, this paper uses a transimperial lens to discern African peoples’ experiences, priorities, and aspirations under
conditions of extreme violence and the intensification of colonial occupation politics
and practices.
It draws on two specific examples from the East African campaign of the First World
War. First, it analyses the Battle of Karonga (Nyasaland) in August 1914, where British
and German colonial armies fought against each other near the imperial border between Nyasaland and German East Africa. A transimperial analysis that centers African experiences of the Battle of Karonga challenges typical imperial frames that obscure the harm caused to African people in the region.
Second, the paper explores what happened between 1914 and 1920 in Tabora, a town
in the central steppe region of German East Africa that changed hands between German, British, and Belgian colonial military control several times during the war. Tabo-

ra’s wartime history highlights transimperial modes of violence against civilian population – especially local African women – that bolstered African martial masculinities,
keeping men tied to their armies, while threatening the bodily autonomy, socio-economic status, and affective worlds of non-combatant populations. It also reveals how
ostensible European enemies found common ground in their whiteness, despite their
imperial allegiances.
Daniel Steinbach: Colonial Violence and the ‘Gentleman’s War’: Lines of Conflict in
Wartime Africa, 1914–1918
The First World War was a watershed moment of European colonialism. The imperial
powers foremost Britain, France, and Germany – treated their colonies as reservoirs
of men and material to engage in warfare, but also turned these places into theatres
of war themselves, unleashing new forms of violence on colonised people. This paper
will focus on the layers of military and colonial violence as they unfolded in East Africa, where soldiers from across the British Empire fought against the German colonial
forces. Empirically, the analysis draws on details revealed in private letters, diaries and
photographs from archives in Britain, South Africa and Germany.
First, the paper will examine how the soldiers perceived, conceptualised and justified
the military violence in a campaign that was distinctly different from the fighting on
the Western Front, and one that was also distinctly ‘unmodern’.
Second, the paper will explore the forms of colonial violence that were inflicted on imperial soldiers from Africa and India by their white comrades from Britain and South Africa, with a particular focus on how men new to the colonial sphere, quickly adapted to
– but also sometimes resisted – colonial codes of violence based on racial difference.
Third, the paper will reflect on how the conflict in East Africa was memorialised and
commemorated in Britain, Germany and the African colonies. Here I trace the rehabilitation of wartime memory, in which colonial violence inflicted on African troops and
civilians was omitted and military violence was cleansed through constructing the notion of a ‘gentlemen’s war’.
Together these three lines of inquiry illuminate unique features of violence during wartime in the colonial sphere. Through examining the particulars of each case I highlight
the how colonial frameworks for understanding the relationships between Europeans
and Africans were challenged by straightforward conflict between Imperial powers on
a colonial stage.
Panel II: Representations
Monique Ligtenberg: (Re-)negotiating Identities in the Kampoeng: Masculinities,
Medical Mercenaries, and the Aceh War (c. 1873–1900)
The Aceh War (1873–1904/14) in northern Sumatra was a particularly momentous ‘war
theatre’ in the history of Dutch imperialism in Southeast Asia. Not only did it take the
Dutch more than 40 years to ‘pacify’ the Acehnese guerrilla resistance through brutal
counterinsurgency campaigns. Tropical nature, or, more particularly, (supposedly) tropical diseases such as malaria or beriberi could cost the lives of entire troops, making
medical officers particularly valuable assets in perpetuating the war. The Dutch Colonial Army (KNIL), however, was not able to meet its high demands for physicians with
volunteers from the Netherlands alone. Hence, the KNIL intensified its efforts to recruit
medical practitioners in Europe – most predominantly in the German and the Austro-

Hungarian Empires as well as in Switzerland.
This paper zooms in on the lives of three such ‘medical mercenaries’ deployed in Aceh:
the Swiss Dr. Heinrich Erni, Austrian-Hungarian Dr. Heinrich Breitenstein, and Prussianborn Dr. Friedrich Wilhelm Stammeshaus who joined the Dutch Colonial Army between
1876 and 1879. By closely analysing their testimonies of the daily lives in the camps and
kampoengs in northern Sumatra, it asks how masculinities were construed and contested through medicine, on the one hand, and ‘medical mercenaries’, on the other, in
colonial wars in from a European perspective remote, unknown tropical nature.
Kate Stevens: Violent Laughter: Commemorating Anglo-French Co-operation and
Forgetting Violence in Colonial Vanuatu
Thomson Reid Cowell, Assistant British Resident Commissioner in the New Hebrides
(Vanuatu) deployed musical comedy — ‘with sincere apologies to Gilbert and Sullivan’
— to highlight the absurdities of joint Anglo-French colonial governance over
Vanuatu. His satirical play was performed in 1956, at the commemoration of 50 years
of the New Hebrides Condominium. Though portrayed as the height of imperial cooperation at annexation in 1906-1907, the Condominium was beset by ongoing practical and political differences between British and French officials and subjects. Like
Reid Cowell, both colonial officials and subsequent historians have poked fun at, and
critiqued, the bumbling joint project and the performances of prestige and rivalry that
preoccupied many administrators in Vanuatu, especially in the trans-imperial judiciary
of the Joint Court.
This paper examines the intersections between the performative nature of transimperial cooperation in Vanuatu, its critique through theatre, and the violent realities
of imperialism obscured by such humour. I argue that the comic inefficiencies of the
Condominium helped to hide the efficiency of violence as an ongoing strategy of joint
rule. State-endorsed violence in the form of Anglo-French naval expeditions and bombardments endured against Indigenous communities well after the establishment of
the Condominium and in the face of continued questions over their legitimacy. Such
expeditions did performative work for the administrations even where they failed to
achieve a specific objective: they were essential in pacifying British and French settler
voices for greater government intervention as much as visibly and violently demonstrating Anglo-French authority to ni-Vanuatu. Punitive naval expeditions that destroyed
ni-Vanuatu lives and landscapes continued behind, and largely because of, the façade of the Condominium and Joint Court as the proclaimed embodiment of civilising,
trans-imperial governance. Using satire as a humorous critique of Anglo-French rule
thus intersects in troubling ways with humour as a distraction for everyday colonial
violence.
Haochen Ku: Normalising Violence: The Transimperial Epistemic Structures of Catholic
Missionary Cases in Late Qing China (1860–1911)
Violence from the missionary cases (jiao an) is the major expression of the clashes between late Qing China and European colonial empires. Based on the Chinese imperial
government archives on the missionary cases related to the Catholic Church, this research analyses how different parties recognised local people’s violence that emerged in the missionary cases from their respective normative perspectives. The Chinese
Empire reviewed the violence under the ritual system and traditional political notion of
‘People’s Feeling’ (min qi) to judge the justification of the local people’s violence. The

elite class perceived the violence from a mixture of classical ideology and the modern treaty system. While the Catholic missions saw the violence as persecution, they
also utilised the memory of violence to justify their self-jurisdictional faith communities
connected to the imperium Ecclesiae. According to the ‘international law’ context, the
governments of European states interpreted the missionary cases as ‘mob violence’
and introduced the necessity of armed interference. The Chinese empire, the Catholic Church, and the European states represented three different types of empires with
their own normativities. Such different normativities are embedded into the transimperical narratives and actions of every missionary case. This research aims to provide
a new application for the multinormativity methodology and some reflections on the
previous missionary cases studies. Normativities could be seen as epistemic structures
through which the violence was narrated and memorised transimperically. The epistemic difference not only influenced the strategies taken by the agents active in the late
19th century and early 20th century but also constantly defines the approaches for our
colonial historical narration today.
Panel III: Practices and Policies
Michelle Gordon: British and German Practices of ‘Exceptional’ Colonial Violence in
the Suppression of the Boxer Uprising 1900–1901
This paper will provide an analysis of the extreme violence used by British and German troops in the suppression of the Boxer Uprising in China (1900-1901). This conflict
presents not only a colonial war, but also a broader international approach to utilising
extreme tactics; the rebellion was brutally suppressed by an eight-state international
alliance, which included, inter alia, Britain and Germany. While Germany has been the
focus of much research on the topic related to ‘uniquely’ violent practices, I will focus
on how British troops also took part in the worst aspects of this campaign, and the ways
in which we can determine an overarching consensus between the British and German
approaches. Considering the national ‘exceptionalisms’ that are often assumed, I will
test each country’s history of colonial warfare, comparing the practices of violence
undertaken by both sets of troops. By taking this synchronic comparison of colonial
warfare in China, I will be able to draw out key comparisons and similarities that belie arguments related to ‘exceptionalism’ in the historiographies of both countries, as
well as examine important colonial crossovers and a consensus of European conduct
in colonial warfare. My paper will also show the interconnectivity of imperial spaces
across spatial and temporal contexts in the minds of military men who experienced
and learnt extreme violence across these spaces. In the colonial imagination, contemporaries connected episodes of anti-colonial resistance, and methods, resources and
weaponry traveled across and within empires in intra- and trans-imperial ways. Based
on an analysis of contemporary accounts written by both colonial troops and observers I will suggest key ways in which an ‘archive’ of mentalities, networks and practices
of violence was transferred across and between different empires, including through
an accepted practice of ‘small wars’ outside of Europe.
Tobias Wagemann: Colonial Policing in the Pacific Ocean: A Comparative Study of
German and British New-Guinea (1884–1918)
This paper would engage with colonial history in the Pacific Ocean from 1884 to 1918. In
this short period of time, British and German colonial administrations are created on

the eastern side of New-Guinea. German New-Guinea is acquired by a German firm
in 1884. Anxious to respond to this threat, the British government founds the colony
of British New-Guinea in 1888. Far from a thorough invasion, colonial administrators
face structural problems and local resistance leading to growing anxieties regarding
colonial order. Colonial administrators experience uncertainties regarding the maintenance of colonial law and order in their new acquisitions. Hence, colonial police forces — drawn essentially from Pacific Islanders — start playing a key role in assessing
legitimacy in both colonies. Up to German defeat, these institutions provide room for
indigenous actors to manoeuvre beyond each colonial system.
Although studies on western colonial violence have bloomed in the past thirty years,
current research still tends to focus on individual case studies embedded in national
readings of colonial history. Moreover, colonial administrations in the Pacific Ocean
have generally been excluded from an analysis on colonial violence, due to an alleged
distance with European metropoles. Thus, this presentation would suggest that a comparative study between colonies can highlight the mobility and action of Melanesian
policemen in a moment of high global interactions. Furthermore, it would look to supersede binary readings of colonial violence, to conceptualise how colonial policemen
from both colonies take action in transimperial networks of colonial policing. In doing
so, it could further interrogate how colonial rule worked as a joint process, which is
imitated, manipulated, and resisted by a variety of actors on the ground.
Nishant Gokhale: Bhils as Targets and Perpetrators of Violence in the 19th Century
Maratha and British Empires
My paper examines how violence against the indigenous Bhil communities of western
India manifested and transformed in the 19th century transition from Maratha to English East India Company (‘Company’) rule. Studying the Company’s legal and literary
archive, I trace the impulses of regional Company officials to avoid ‘innovations’ from
Maratha penal practises, while simultaneously striving for congruence with ‘civilised’
western penological goals.
Sporadic violence against Bhils perpetrated by powerful regional Maratha magnates
appears to have taken on a more systematised form under Company government. Regional Company officials (mostly Scottish) justified both spectacular and quotidian
violence against Bhils to overseers in London as being still better than treatment under Maratha rule. This violence is chronicled in unpublished judicial proceedings and
correspondence between Company officials. This violence quickly morphed into a
broader ‘civilising mission’ narrative which sought to subjugate peoples with ‘criminal’
and ‘rebellious’ tendencies. Outliving the Company, pejorative attitudes towards Bhils
were magnified and reinscribed in the British Raj through several published literary
genres of fiction, official reports, military and missionary memoirs through the 19th and
20th centuries.
Bhils themselves were more than passive bystanders in this theatre of transimperial
violence. While undoubtedly persecuted by both Maratha and British law, Bhils also
performed important services as office-holders in whichever empire formed around
them. They too used violence, deliberately and symbolically which included mutilating noses, cattle-stealing and highway-robbery. Following patterns of claim-making
under Maratha systems, the inflexibility of Company government meant that this was
frequently interpreted as crime or rebellion. My paper recasts Bhils as more than mere
voiceless victims of imperial law, contending that their actions shaped empires at regional levels. In studying how transimperial violence was practised, justified, and mi-

micked, this paper would serve as a case-study in how Indigenous peoples navigated
the 19th century worlds of multiple empires.
Panel IV: Transimperial Mobilities I
Janne Lahti: Settler Colonial Mobilities: US Southwest Borderlands and Southern Africa as Transimperial Spaces of Violence
My paper examines settler colonial violence through transimperial mobilities and connections. It looks at German Southwest Africa, British South Africa and Rhodesia, and
the US-Mexico borderlands as interconnected, interactive, and globally entangled
settler colonial spaces through John Y. F. Blake, who fought as a lieutenant against
the Chiricahua Apaches before ending up in South Africa and commanding the Irish
Brigade in the Boer War, and Frederick Russell Burnham, who also fought against the
Apaches and later in southern Africa. Taking the role of soldiers, prospectors, hunters,
travelers, authors, and bourgeois men, they crossed imperial boundaries, addressed
inter-imperial questions, and wrote to transimperial audiences when networking, looking for opportunities, and building white settler colonial societies and futures on different continents.
This is not a traditional comparative history as it does not treat empires and their respective settler colonies as insulated or isolated cases. Rather it is about uncovering
connections, like Roland Wenzlhuemer notes, as an assemblage of multidirectional linkages arising from diverse and intricate human actions, manifesting multiple voices,
engaging numerous sites, and traversing great distances. These kind of connections
are plural, diverse, and intricate, and often uneven. Ideas, practices, and peoples travelled across borders when empires measured themselves against one another, looked for and borrowed models and practices of rule, and built cooperation on multiple
levels. This contributed to the making of what Christoph Kamissek and Jonas Kreienbaum have called the ‘imperial cloud’, a global shared reservoir of knowledge, practices, and norms that was not bound to a single empire.
This paper is part of a bigger project (monograph) that looks at the making of this ‘imperial cloud’ on the US-Mexico borderlands and southern Africa. It track them across five
intersecting thematic arenas: colonial violence (for example, Apache, Zulu, and Boer
wars, Herero genocide); native policies and the civilizing mission (including schooling);
bourgeois cultures and intimate colonialism; extraction and infrastructures (mining
rushes and communities and railroads); and human exhibitions and colonial shows.
Jannis Girgsdies: Migration, Imagination, and Colonial Violence. A Global Microhistory of Spain’s Foreign Legionnaires, 1920–1936
Drawing on archival sources from Spain, Portugal, Germany, France, Italy, and England, published accounts of former legionnaires and a variety of international newspaper articles, my PhD project uncovers the motivations and war experiences of the
more than 4,300 foreigners who served, fought and died in the Spanish foreign legion
between 1920 and 1936.
Already the colonial partition of Morocco had been a transimperial project and so was
the joint effort by France and Spain to subdue the revolting tribes in northern Morocco during the final phase of the Rif War, when both countries relied on their colonial
troops and foreign legions. Less famous than the French paragon that directly inspired
its foundation in 1920, the Spanish foreign legion, forged in this war and led by men like

the later dictator Franco, became an important factor in Spanish history in providing a
long overseen link between colonial war abroad and civil war at home, where it became a mystified icon of Francoism.
Contrary to the popular image of the legionnaires as criminals or outcasts, so-called ‘Bridegrooms of Death’, as lost souls seeking redemption in death, my research
paints a different picture. Against the backdrop of global networks of information and
transportation, contemporary migration flows, colonial and military culture(s) as well
as global, national and regional economic crises, most foreign legionnaires joined for
adventure or martial prospect, but most importantly, for having a job. Coming from
an area that reached from Eastern Europe to the eastern shores of the Atlantic, most
of these mostly subaltern urban poor, turned into part time colonial military labour
migrants, experienced utter disillusionment when confronted with harsh duty and discipline, nature and a war that saw the use of chemical agents and where villages were
pillaged and prisoners usually killed and often grossly mutilated dead or alive.
Dominic Alessio: The Role of Non-State Filibusters in the Imperial Story
This paper re-examines some of the dominant definitions of empire, in particular those emphasising large polities as the sole agents of imperial expansion. By doing so, it
looks beyond the national imperial story and draws attention to the overlooked role
of filibusters: private, non-state actors who initiate unauthorised military endeavours,
either in an attempt to carve out empires for themselves or for their home state. It
demonstrates that filibustering is a transimperial phenomenon, and therefore not a
practice unique only to the Americas or to the nineteenth century as so much of the
literature suggests. Lastly, it scrutinises the cultural and historical impact of the phenomenon. In terms of the former, it argues that filibustering had an important literary
and filmic influence. Regarding the latter, it advocates that it frequently led to further
violent intercessions in many of the countries occupied, and that it even influenced a
particular style of proto-fascistic and charismatic militarism that was to have longterm significance.
Panel V: Knowledge, Transfer and Euro-American Agents
John Hennessey: Carnival Rides and Maxim Guns: Expositions as Sites of Transimperial Military Exchange
In the decades around the turn of the twentieth century, expositions formed a key site
for transimperial exchange where representatives from different empires could meet
and exchange ideas and knowledge, as well as presenting these to a wider audience. While previous research has primarily focused on displays by anthropologists and
colonial governments, a myriad of military organizations and arms dealers arguably
played an even more prominent role at most of these fairs. While it is difficult to draw
a clear line between military and colonial history, this paper will argue that expositions
were important in the transimperial spread of military technology that played a key
role in colonial aggression.
This paper will primarily focus on the Japan-British Exhibition of 1910 that was held in
London. Along with carnival rides and exotic ‘human zoos’, visitors could be awed by
impressive displays of military might. One of Britain’s largest weapon manufacturers,
Vickers, Sons & Maxim, boasted a massive exhibit bristling with various armaments
under a canopy of Union Jacks and Japanese imperial battle flags. The colonial use

of these weapons was proudly displayed, with the Maxim gun’s role in the Boer War
advertised in the exhibition guide. Extensive collections of model naval ships also facilitated a comparison of both countries’ navies. By presenting and juxtaposing military
technology in tangible form, international expositions played an important role in facilitating technology transfer between empires, whether through ideas of ‘best practice’
or actual arms deals, but also by normalising colonial violence in different empires
among a wide metropolitan public. Japan was able to demonstrate that its colonial
wars were conducted with similar or the same weapons, techniques and uniforms as
Britain’s, helping to legitimize these among a skeptical Western public.
Johannes Nagel: American Military Observations of European Colonial Warfare in
Afroeurasia, 1865–1905
My contribution is an analysis of U.S. professional military discourse on European colonial warfare between 1865 and 1905. It is based on research already completed for my
dissertation.
I focus on a sample of articles from American military journals. These journals were
an important forum for the professionalising officer corps to observe global military
developments as an object of ‘military science’, but also to be used for political arguments. These journals are thus full of interesting observations and comparisons that
can be used to trace various developments in the context of late 19th century imperial
globalisation.
I am particularly interested in three aspects:
1) To what extent did American officers develop a concept and theory of colonial war?
Discursive comparisons between European colonial warfare and the Western frontier
suggest that an implicit, universal concept of colonial war existed. However, colonial
warfare remained a marginal phenomenon in military discourse compared to the observation of ‘great’ wars.
2) What influence did the observation of colonial wars have on the development of the
U.S. military? Initially, the influence remained minor – colonial war was rarely treated
as worthy of theory or policy. This did not change until 1898, when the U.S. gained a new
colonial empire and had to deal with the problems of colonial warfare anew and on a
larger scale. This also made comparisons with European practices more important.
3) What does all this tell us about the (changing) position of the U.S. within the ‘Western
imperial system’? An old dispute among scholars revolves around whether 1898 was a
‘great aberration’ that ended American exceptionalism and made the U.S. an ‘ordinary’ colonial power, or whether the U.S. had not in fact always been a colonial power.
In a sense, such debates continued contemporary discourses of exceptionalism. But
the matter is not so clearcut. Military discourses indicate that parallels between the
‘Indian Wars’ and colonial wars were certainly seen, but this was not considered relevant because the end of such conflicts was expected to be near. 1898 was therefore
nevertheless a rupture in military discourse, but one that again reinforced similarities
with European powers and created new problems of justification.
Valentina Kezić: ‘Pursuing Civilising Duties’ – Carl Lehrman’s Reflections on Maintaining Authority and Discipline in the Belgian Congo (1888–1896)
As a 19-year-old Carl Lehrman (1863-1918), a young Croat from Pozega (then part of
Transleithania), joined the famous Henry Morton Stanley Congo Expedition in 1882
which was funded by Leopold II, King of Belgium. After spending altogether 12 years in

the Congo, Lehrman performed various duties – from exploring and mapping the Kuilu-Niadi area, commanding the Philippeville research station and then the Rudolfstadt
research station, serving as diplomatic delegate and administrator of Stanley Falls to
serving as Commissioner General of East Kwango District. For his merits he was awarded the Etoile de service (1892) and the Chevalier de l‘odre royal du Lion (1894). At the
end of 1888 he began to keep a diary almost regularly until 1896. In the diary, he described the areas he traveled through, the natives and their customs, but also his duties
in the Congo. One of his duties was to maintain Belgian authority in research stations
and discipline among the recruited natives who were included in the research expeditions. In order to maintain that authority and discipline, he did not hesitate to use violent methods. The aim of this case study is to analyse Lehrman‘s records on the ways
of maintaining his, i.e. Belgian, authority and discipline in the Congo. In particular, the
analysis of his records seeks to investigate in which cases he used violent methods and
why and what was his justification for applying these methods. Using other sources
such as newspaper articles and personal correspondence, the paper will seek to provide a critical evaluation of Lehrman’s service in the Congo during the period observed.
Panel VI: Transimperial Mobilities II
Tristan Oestermann: West Africa’s Mobile Soldiers: Mobility and Violence in the Early
Cameroonian Schutztruppe
Historians of colonial rule in Africa most often analyse violence as perpetrated or ordered by European soldiers and officers – and many of them had learned their trade
on diverse theatres of war around the globe. However, scholars have rarely addressed
the trans-imperial pathways of African soldiers and noncommissioned officers of colonial armies, whereby many connections between African territories and their history
of violence remain unseen. With a focus on the German colony of Cameroon, my paper
analyses trans-imperial careers of the Schutztruppe rank and file and shows how violence was linked to patterns of migration, forms of recruitment, and movement across
colonial borders. I investigate the files of the German colonial administration, the Liberian government, company records as well as published and unpublished memoirs of
military as well as civilian colonial personal. Thereby, I show how the German colonial
army in Cameroon drew on the knowledge of mobile workers of violence from Liberia,
Nigeria, and elsewhere who often had gathered experience in violent actions at home
or in the service of other colonial armies. I argue that military violence in colonial Africa cannot be explained by looking only at the actions and experiences of European
militaries. Rather, those of its mobile African rank and file must be taken into account.
This perspective allows us to see African inter-imperial connections, the agency of African soldiers, and the stake they had in colonial violence.
Olatunde Taiwo: Franco-British Deportation Entanglements in West Africa, 1895–1960
In October 1895, the Emir of Yola in British-Nigeria deported Muhammed Meckham, the
French Resident in Yola. Between 1900 and 1940, vigorous discussions unfolded among
British colonists in Nigeria on the increasing deportation of French Africans to territories including Nigeria. Beyond prefiguring future deportations from Francophone
West Africa to British-Nigeria, the preceding dovetailed into the protracted exiling of
Salaon Gbadamosi from French Togoland to colonial Nigeria between 1950 and 1953.
Apart from sparking a multidimensional tension among diasporic communities of Bri-

tish-Nigeria, Great Britain, imperial France and French Togoland, the foregoing would
inform subsequent deportations intersecting British-Nigeria and Franch West Africa.
Applying the principles of analytic induction and thematic analysis to data retrieved
from archives in Ibadan (Nigeria), United Kingdom, and Accra (Ghana), this paper examines British-Nigeria/Francophone West African relations in terms of deportee-negotiations covering 1895 to 1960. It presents the trajectory of French-West Africa and
British-Nigeria interactions as the history of frontier protection, diaspora ventilations/
vigilance, and [re]production of satellite malevolence. The contribution it makes is the
contrast, including alternative narrative, it advances vis-a-vis the prevailing domination of France/British-Nigeria evaluation by completely economic and commercial
frameworks.
Ivan Sicca Gonçalves: The Role of ‘Portuguese’ Merchants in Barotseland‘s Warfare
(1853–1866)
Barotseland was one of the last regions in West Central Africa to have direct links with
the Atlantic Zone. The first arrivals of Luso-African traders from Angola were in the
1840s, in a period marked by economic reorientation caused by the legal prohibition
of the transatlantic slave trade and the search for new sources of colonial goods, such
as ivory and beeswax. Like in other regions of Central Africa, the state formation in
the Upper Zambezi region and the consolidation of power by new lineages of warlords
were directly linked with agreements and alliances formed with foreign traders that
brought strategic commodities to them, like firearms. On the other hand, even though
those merchants usually had to be pragmatic about political alliances, they frequently
favored themselves with the strengthening of specific chiefdoms and sometimes even
participated actively in military missions inside the African states’ dominions.
This paper aims to analyse the relationship between the traders from the Angolan Central Highlands, known in the countryside as mambari, and the Lozi leaders in the Upper Zambezi floodplain, in a context of foreign invasions in the region and subsequent
reunification of the State. Beyond the analysis of the privileged access to the goods
brought by Angolan caravans, I will highlight the active role of these merchants in the
internal politics of the Lozi State, focusing on the case of a military joint campaign
made in 1866 by Litunga Sipopa, the Lozi sovereign, and the members of the caravan of
one of the mambari traders, the Portuguese António Francisco Ferreira da Silva Porto,
whose diaries shed light on very rich descriptions of his voyages and activities in the
countryside, and are the main source for this study.
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